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Senate Resolution 851

By:  Senator Thompson of the 33rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and congratulating Tami Yvonne Massey; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Tami Yvonne Massey will be graduating from the Medical College of Georgia2

with a doctorate of medicine in May 2002; and3

WHEREAS, Ms. Massey graduated summa cum laude with a bachelor of science degree in4

nursing from Georgia Baptist College of Nursing in 1993 and after working in the health5

care field as a patient care associate and staff nurse at Georgia Baptist Medical Center and6

as a staff nurse at Wellstar Douglas Hospital and the Medical College of Georgia, she7

decided to pursue a medical degree; and8

WHEREAS, Ms. Massey´s accomplishments have been recognized while she has been in9

medical school by her receipt of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists Award for10

Academic Excellence and Achievement in 2000 and her membership in the Alpha Omega11

Honor Society; and12

WHEREAS, she has also received the Christian Caring Award and was selected for the13

Golden Key Honor Society; and14

WHEREAS, in addition to her schooling, Ms. Massey has participated in conducting15

research studies for Georgia Baptist Medical College and the Medical College of Georgia,16

and has served as a volunteer with the Georgia Baptist College of Nursing working at17

medical clinic throughout Haiti; and18

WHEREAS, Ms. Massey is also enjoying the incredibly rewarding career of motherhood.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body20

recognize and congratulate Tami Yvonne Massey on her upcoming graduation from the21
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Medical College of Georgia and for her many achievements and extend their best wishes for1

continued success.2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed3

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Tami Yvonne Massey.4


